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Classic American
Muscle A Hit!

New classification attracts eight
drivers for first two events
Sunday 13 April could just possibly go down as the nicest
day of spring so far. Blue skies and brilliant sunshine sent
temperature into the low 80’s as 83 drivers gathered to
participate in event number two of the spring autocross
season in North Park. The fact I’m omitting is event number
2 was actually event number 1, because event number 1
which was slated for 30 March was “snowed-out”,
disappointing Eddie who had hoped to use the opportunity to
showcase how Track-Management Mode 1 and snow tires
would have worked to his advantage that day. But I digress.

On that bright Sunday morning, five drivers signed up to be
the historic first participants in the newly formed Classic
American Muscle or CAM classification. Included were a
C4 and C5 Corvette, an IROC Z28 Camaro, a 1998 Pontiac
Firebird, and Eddie, the author’s own 2012 ZL1 Camaro.
Not a bad start for a brand new classification. The
participants were very enthusiastic about the new class, and
the competition was spirited. The results for that first event
had the C6 first followed by the 1989 IROC. Eddie finished
ahead of the Firebird. So it was an all GM field, which was
O.K. by me. Club officials thought it was a successful debut,
and the participants agreed. Among the spectators that day
was more than one muscle car owner, and talk was high that
they would give it a try at a future event.

President’s Message
April showers brought the May flowers along with the beginning of
the cruisin' season. By now most of you should have your Camaro
out of storage, washed, waxed, polished, and ready to cruise.
I don't know if it is my imagination or not, but I have been seeing a
lot more Camaros on the road lately. Every one of these owners is a
potential PACE member. If you see a Camaro stopped somewhere,
be sure to introduce yourself and mention the club. We are always
looking for new members to join in our fun.
May is full of fun for the club. Saturday, May 3rd is the tour of
Stainless Works in Ohio along with our sister club, NEOCC. On
Saturday, May 10, we will eat lunch around 11:30 at Hoss'
Restaurant in Murrysville followed by a tour of the Rivertowne
Brewing Company. Friday, May 23rd starts the weekly Friday night
Starlite cruises in Wexford. All of these activities are detailed in the
monthly newsletter and on the club's website.
Now is the time to start thinking about putting a basket together for
the Chinese Auction at the 10th Annual Charity Cruise at Tom
Henry Chevrolet on July 19. If every member puts together a
basket, think of the money the club can raise for the Pittsburgh
Fisher House.
Now get those Camaros out and on the road. I hope to see you all
having fun at one of the May activities.

Event number three took place two weeks later, and while it
started off as a cold morning with the temperature reading 38
degrees when I pulled into the paddock at 0730, things began
to heat up once the competition got started. Although the
number of entrants in CAM remained the same at five, the
Continued on page 2
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field was different with two drivers returning from the first
go around, and three new drivers entering into the mix, and
two of them were PACE members. Roy Alger brought his
1980 Z28, Ashley, to give the sport a try, along with JD
Dauer who brought his ’86 Z, Serious Black. JD enjoyed
running last spring in his VW Rabbit, and was anxious to
see how rear wheel drive and increased horsepower would
take the excitement up a notch. The other new entrant was
also a 1980 Camaro with a power plant from a dirt track car.
Returning for the second event was the1989 IROC Z28 and
Eddie, so it was an all Camaro Field. There would be no
losers in this class. Jeff Sable, another PACE member,
showed up to race but not in his 2010 SS or his 2013 ZL1,
but in Jeannine’s 2007 Charger. Hmmmm.
It’s worth mentioning that there were four other Camaros
registered to race that day, one being a ’99 that wasn’t
eligible for CAM because it was on race tires, and three
others, a LS V6, a 2013 1LE and a Z28 which has been a
fixture at NHSCC events for years, so it was no surprise that
he decided to run in his familiar stock class, but it was
unclear why the other two didn’t join us, but I think that was
simply where the people at registration placed them.
There were four Mustangs in attendance that also chose not
to come to our little party. They chose instead to reside in
class FS, which I believe is a veiled reference to what cars
of that manufacturer typically do.
All told, there were a total of 13 cars in attendance that were
eligible for CAM, and that could have made for a more than
interesting mix. Be that as it may, the five of us that did
compete in CAM had an enjoyable time on a course that was
perfect for high horsepower machines. The start was a wide
open straightaway that tempted you to hit third, except it
lead to a Chicago box, which forced you to hit the brakes
hard in order to negotiate a ninety degree left hand turn. A
little snake around led to a sweeping up hill off-camber arc
were you could once again be generous with the throttle and
enter what I considered the best part of the course, a 360
degree skid-pad. After another little jog you entered a wide
open three cone slalom on the way to the finish line. It was
very nice and potentially fast course to showcase Classic
American Muscle.
The sunshine and rising temperatures began to warm up the
asphalt as we walked the course. Spectators began arriving,
among them Doug Stewart and Nikolai Scott, Jim “Sheriff”
Richey & his wife Sue and Webmaster Extraordinaire Mark
Seifert. Finally, the heats were announced and the action
commenced. There were to be five heats with two runs
each, and we each work one heat, so we got four cracks at
this course.
As is typical of any Sunday event, the day was filled with
any number of off course runs. Sometimes you don’t get the
feel of a course until you’ve had a couple of chances at it.

My first run I had a bad launch, entirely driver error, so I
took my frustration out on the first Chicago box by
accelerating much too hard out of the turn, carrying me way
over on the right hand side of the cones. Off course. Three
more tries.

So as the afternoon progressed the course was allowing
some very fast times. By day’s end, the fastest time of the
day was 35.240 seconds followed by 35.415. The 98
registered drivers logged 384 official runs. And the CAM
drivers were very respectful, with the IROC Z28 finishing
first in class with a 39.823 followed by, if you can believe it,
number 9, the 2012 ZL1 driven by me with a 42.285. The
first time in my six years of competing in autocross I placed
in an event. So what I predicted in the March edition of this
publication came to pass. CAM made a difference for me.
As for Roy and JD, they enjoyed the day, even though they
both expressed the need to make some adjustments.
Anytime they get to go wide-open throttle, even for a bit, is
a good day for these two competitors. It was Roy’s first
time, and I wasn’t sure if he’d come back or not until Barb
told me “he’s hooked”. On the plus side, he bested one
Mustang by a whopping 36 seconds. JD was surprised how
well the ’86 held the curves. This is really what the
Camaros s were designed to do. Well, almost. They are
true road course cars, and although autocross courses are
typically run best with a shorter wheelbase, they did more
than hold their own.
There’s one more event on the spring schedule and that’s the
May 25 fund raiser for the Huntington Disease Society of
America. A large number of drivers show up for this event
to help do their part in funding research for this devastating
disease, and more than likely you’ll see at least one rare or
unusual car competing. There will be food vendors, raffles,
a Chinese auction and more. This is one event that is more
than spectator friendly. So, why not plan on joining Roy,
JD and myself as we try and do PACE proud. We’d love to
have your support.

New Fun Contest! Win Valuable Prizes! Fun for all!

Spot your name anywhere in this issue of Keeping PACE with the Times
and you could be a winner! Be the first person to email me at
jazznurse@comcast.net and tell me where your name appears. You’ll
win a beverage of your choice at the June PACE meeting, courtesy of your
friendly neighborhood editor-in-chief. Void where prohibited by law.
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Next Meeting: Tuesday June 3rd

It’s All About Us!
PACE
Pittsburgh Area Camaro Enthusiasts
We are a nonprofit club dedicated to the enjoyment
and promotion of all generations of the Chevrolet
Camaro. We meet the first Tuesday of every month at
6:30 at various venues throughout the suburban
Pittsburgh area. Our mailing address is:
PACE
P.O.Box 15150
Pittsburgh, PA 15237-5421
Our website: www.pacecamaro.net
Like us on Facebook! PACE Camaro Club

Officers for 2014
President:
Jeff Bilka
Vice President:
Denny Schreiber
Secretary:
Jim Crnkovic
Treasurer:
AnnaMarie Seifert
Board Member At-Large
Mike Zdinak
Webmasters:
John Ballish, Mark Seifert
Newsletter:
Jim Crnkovic, Editor-in-chief

Join us on the Veranda
(Weather permitting)
6:30 PM
And Bring a friend, why don’t
cha?

It was said “a picture is worth a thousand words”. Send me your
pictures from cruises, club events, or your Camaro. High
resolution digital images work best.
If you have an idea for a future article, please send it to me for
possible inclusion in a future edition. Interested in having your car
featured? Let me know. jazznurse@comcast.net Thanks!

Jim

Get Ready! Opening Night Is May 23rd! Be
There!
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Sunday, May 25th

The First Generation
Still Holds the Hearts of
Many Camaro
Enthusiasts

Come out and support the drivers
And
Huntingdon’s disease ReseaRcH
On a FastTrack To a cure

And none more so than Long-Time PACE member
Doug Stewart
I have always loved the first generation Camaros. The
compact design of that lithe body captured my imagination
when I first saw them as a 10 year old boy in 1967. Anyone
who’s ever heard my story can attest to the fact that the
first love of my life was a 1969 Z/28 that I was never did
own. Even today I find myself attracted to the first
generation at shows; they seem so much sexier than the
steroid-pumped present generation. So, when I had the
opportunity to spend some time poking around the shop of
another fan of those early models, I eagerly accepted.

North Park Swimming Pool Lot 10:00
Food!

Raffles!

Fun!

the RS package, deluxe interior, fold-down rear seat, am-fm
stereo radio and other goodies almost unheard of in the
day, but manual steering and brakes? And not the standard
equipment drum brakes, but the optional front disk brakes,
without the power assist. Doug has that car.
Ever hear of liquid tire chain? Neither did I. It was an
available option, and something like 86 people wanted
their Camaros equipped with it. Doug has one of those
cars.

In Doug’s garage, if two heads are better than one…

When Doug Stewart bought his home, he thought the shop
was great; the house he could live with. That should tell
you something about Doug’s priorities. He currently has
garage space to house five vehicles, and all bays are
occupied. His Silverado and Impala park outside. That only
accounts for the vehicles at his Beaver County home. Doug
seems to have more than one project in various stages of
restoration at any given time. He has his own agenda
which doesn’t necessarily mean he has a schedule. He
doesn’t. He works on what he wants when he wants to.
And Doug isn’t going to let something as meaningless as a
timetable dictate where he devotes his efforts.
Like a lot of us, Doug’s passion for the Camaro dates back
to days when cars and girls counted for more than career
and family. Early on, his energy was focused on speed and
horsepower; Trying to build a better mousetrap. Not so
much now. Now it’s about restoring as it was when it left
the factory, but with a twist.
Doug is interested in the unusual. The options that were
not on everyone else’s order form. And it doesn’t stop
there. It’s the combination of options that really interest
Doug. In 1967, who would think to order a Camaro SS with

So you must be thinking that Doug has a closet full of
trophies. Nope. Awards and accolades don’t interest him.
He won’t enter his cars in shows. His cars have already
been passed by the strictest of judges.
O.K., then he must keep every car he’s ever owned. It’s
about sentimentality. Nope. He buys, he sells. He buys
more. Not to turn a profit, or to finance his next project.
He may sell because that particular car doesn’t hold his
interest anymore. Perhaps he needs to free up some
garage space. Maybe someone really admires one of his
cars in particular, and Doug happens to just like him. It’s
just my opinion, but I think it‘s the acquisition that Doug
enjoys. The thrill of the hunt. Scouring web sites and
magazines, Autotraders and Parts-O-Ramas, looking for a
hidden gem the way a prospector pans for gold.
Doug once searched for a Camaro with power windows and
air conditioning, a rarity in a first gen. He found one, and
bought it. He brought it home, and backed it into his
garage. He still has it. He hasn’t done a thing to it. In fact,
the last time it was driven was the day he brought it home.
That was in the year 2000. There’s no hurry.
Continued on page 6
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Calendar of Events
June 3

PACE Meeting Sports Grille

Cranberry Twp., PA

June 7-14

HotRod Power Tour

June 14

Camaro/Mustang Showdown

June 14

Happy Days Car Cruise

June 15

Valley of Pittsburgh Cruise

June 15

Hartwood Acres Cruise and Concert

June 28

The Auburn Auto + Aviation MS Benefit cruise

Quaker Steak and Lube Austintown
Beaver, PA
Masonic Center, Cemetery Lane off I-279 Perry Highway exit
Middle Road, Allison Park, PA
Chagrin Falls, OH

Editor’s note: Due to the large number of cruises and car shows in our area, it would be nearly impossible to list them all.
We will try to list those that PACE has traditionally participated in, or those with community ties or seem of particular
interest. See carcruises.com for a more complete listing.
Continued from page 4

On a shelf in one of his garages are framed photographs of
some of the Camaros he has owned, including his first.
Elsewhere in his house are some other mementoes; a few

awards he has won, (despite the fact he didn’t enter) an
impressive collection of die casts. But what he really
treasures is printed on paper. Doug will try and trace the
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history of a vehicle in his possession. He showed me
documentation for the 1967 SS/RS will all the options.
Except power steering and brakes. Included is the original
owner’s manual and accompanying warranty booklet which
contains the Protect-O-Plate; an embossed data plate the
size of a credit card which contains the VIN and all pertinent
information about the vehicle which would be used when
obtaining service at the dealership. Doug was able to
contact the original owner and talk to him about the car.
So, Doug put the $64,000.00 question to him. Why did you
load this car up with options but not get power steering or
brakes? His answer was simple. He shared that he started
driving before the inception of power anything, and he did
alright without it, so he figured he didn’t need it now.
Exactly how many Camaros are in the Stewart stable at the
present time? I’m not sure if Doug really knows the answer
to that, but here’s the run down as close as we could tell. At
his home is a black 1968 that he completed in early 2013
and has been to some of the local shows and cruises as well
as the NEOCC Fall Classic last season. It’s fully restored and
is a real beauty. And it’s my color, too. Next to it is the
1967 RS that I mentioned with the air condition and power
steering. Nothings been done to it in the past 13 years, but
it is very restorable. It has the deluxe interior and someday
it will be a head turner.
Then there’s the 1973 Z28. A second gen in the Guru’s of
First Gens garage? Yeah, I thought that, too. But he does
indeed have one, complete with roll cage and track ready.
Doug is quick to caution you, however, not to take it out for
a leisurely drive. It has solid aluminum bushings and you’ll
feel every bump in the road and crack in the pavement.
The 350 CID engine was worked over by the previous
owner, and was a little too radical for even limited street
use, so over the winter, Doug swapped out the cam with a
little milder one. Which brings up another point. Doug
loves to do the engine work. He’ll even tackle drive trains
in a pinch, but he has no taste for body, frame and interior
restoration. It’s not that he can’t do it, he just doesn’t like
to. So, he has that work farmed out to people he likes to
use and whose work is exceptional. Just not speedy. But,
there’s no hurry.

Moving along, we come to a ’69 SS/RS in Hugger Orange.
This has air conditioning, but what makes this interesting it
that the interior is deluxe, but in reverse color scheme. In
lieu of the standard black vinyl trimmed seats with black
cloth with white checkered hound’s tooth pattern, it has
white trimmed seats with white cloth and black hound’s
tooth. Not the rarest of trims, but couple that with the A/C
and it’s rare enough to make it interesting to Doug.

The last car he showed me that afternoon was a diamond in
the rough.
And it has not one, but two distinct
characteristics. Most notably is the liquid tire chain that I
alluded to earlier. Pop open the trunk, and in front of each
wheel you’ll see a filler tube. At first glance they could be
mistaken for auxiliary gas tanks. But you would fill this with
the special solution, and should you get stuck on snow or
ice, a touch of a button would release the fluid which
enabled the car to gain traction. I asked Doug if you could
still buy the solution. Not from any source he had checked.
Doug isn’t even sure what the liquid was made from, but
someone told him he had heard of one instance where they
were filled with bleach and used to heat the tires before
making a pass on a quarter mile strip. Ingenious.

Continued from page 6

The
secondonthing
Continued
page 7 that got Doug’s attention was the vigil
lights mounted on top of the front fenders. This was
commonly found on many mid-size and luxury cars of the
era, but I’d never before seen them on Camaros. The really
cool tid bit about those is they were not 12 volt bulbs like
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Mopar used, but fiber optic strands. That’s way ahead of
Verizon.
That’s the tally of those kept at home. Then there are
several in New York. One, a ’68 SS/RS convertible is being
driven a bit by Doug’s body and frame guy. That car may be
coming here for use as a daily driver. There is also a ’69
partially restored, and then there is the 1967 with all the
options. Except power steering and brakes. The engine
and drive train are all original, matching numbers and all.
Unfortunately, there isn’t enough left of the body to set off
an airport metal detector. So, Doug found a body with all
the sub-frame members intact but all the sheet metal will
need to be replaced. This one is next in line for the body
shop. Just when that line moves ahead is another story.
But then again, there’s no hurry. Now, let’s see. Did I list
them all?

In Case You Missed It
A recap of this month’s meeting
The regular monthly meeting was held at King’s for the last time
for awhile so we can take advantage of the summer-like
weather and add a festive touch to our gathering. Plans
were discussed for our Saturday trip to Rivertowne
Brewery, The Camaro Nationals, our annual charity
cruise, the Pirates game and our day at Chuck and
Janet’s. The By-laws were amended; Mike Zdinak was
elected as Board Member –at-Large, and Matt & Jan
Snyder and Jason Zytnic were welcomed as the newest
members of PACE. Dash cards and business cards are
now available to help promote the club. Jim Manning
presented the club with a break-down aluminum frame
for our new banner that was designed and fabricated with
the help of Fred Zottla of F.R Zottla Fabricating, Jim’s
employer. AnnaMarie Seifert passed out tote bags to
help spread the word about PACE at events all summer

Four members of PACE joined with our Camaro Comrades
from NEOCC on Saturday 03 May for a tour of Stainless
Works at their Chargrin Falls, OH headquarters. There we
were given a first–hand look at how they design and
fabricate high quality stainless steel headers and exhaust
systems in their state-of-the-art facility, where 100 percent
of their raw materials are made in the U.S.A. Afterwards,
we were treated to great lunch spread provided by Stainless
Works. We would like to thank George for giving up his
Saturday to show us around their facility, and we would
especially like to thank his crew in the shop for allowing us
to interrupt their workflow, and for taking the time to
demonstrate their skill and expertise. They made it look so
easy.

long. The next meeting will be held Tuesday 03 June on
the patio at the Sports Grille in Cranberry Township.
Hope to see YOU there!
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Sixteen hearty PACE members didn’t let a little rain get in the way of a good time as we travelled east to Export, PA, home of
Rivertowne Brewery this past Saturday 10 June to see their multi-million dollar automated brewing facility and sample some of their
wares. They kept our glasses full as we made our way around, and even gave us a sample to take home. But, as they reminded us on
our way out, never order one for the road, because the road is already laid out.
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Thanks to our
Sponsors
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Please Patronize our sponsors and let them know you
appreciate their support of PACE
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